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While trying to answer the question where liquidity began to leak back in 2007,
commentators haven’t realized yet it’s like watching an action replay with a slow
motion over and over again. Paul Krugman, in his latest End this depression
now!, warns commentators and opinion leaders of how sterile is this hollow
approach to prevent the next crisis without focusing on how to solve the present
one before.

Figure 1: The magnitude of the non-conventional ECB intervention and the ECB
systemic (SSCI) and liquidity risk (LRI) indicators
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Liquidity risk is inherently and notably difficult to gauge and requires as much art
as science when one needs to monitor it. Though attention on the banking system
liquidity conditions had been on the regulators’s mind since 2000, heightened
scrutiny and probation followed suit the events in 2007 and 2008 with the
Bank for International Settlements’s Basel Committee on Supervision setting
an improved set of standards for liquidity risk measurement and monitoring
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Table 1: LRI’s variance marks financial crisis notable changepoints

LRI variance Changepoint dates Stage

0.05 - low
0.06 2003-07-04 low
2.49 2007-12-04 high
0.20 2009-02-25 mid
1.24 2011-08-11 high
0.02 2012-07-30 low Draghi’s speech

[1].

ECB’s non-conventional measures [2], similar to other central banks’s, addressed
strained cash conditions on interbank markets providing ample liquidity through
ECB’s open market operations (see long term refinancing operations —LTRO—
in Figure 1a) while at the same time experiencing unprecedented balances on
its deposit facility (see DF in Figure 1a). As these non-conventional measures
were aimed at mitigating, if not putting a backstop altogether, to the mounting
liquidity pressures banks were suffering on interbank markets, it is interesting to
note the extent of how the signals of systemic stress were being passed through
money market risk-on/risk-off conditions.

Central bankers have in their nature the need to monitor risk, in general, as much
as a farmer has to daily check weather conditions, thus they methodically have
to rely on well established and newly designed risk indicators they commission
their unlimited supply of research staff. Thus, ECB’s money market liquidity
risk indicator (LRI1) should measure what it says it does. Coupling LRI with
ECB’s systemic stress composite indicator (SSCI, see Figure 1b) one would argue
a central banker has all the tools he or she needs to accurately forecast and
effectively manage signals of spill-over from one market (the money market) to
the financial system.

As risk is identified with volatility LRI has been designed to be a measure of
risk, thus LRI’s variability could be used as a further indicator on liquidity risk
measuring money market risk-on/risk-off attitude towards liquidity risk itself.
Using a statistical approach to spot multiple changes in a time series volatility2

red bars have been plotted in Figure 2 to highlight the changepoint dates in
LRI’s volatility that have been detected. LRI’s volatility changepoints mark
three stages —low, mid and high— in six phases from January, 4th 1999 to
August, 30th 2013 (see Table 1) and curiously, though not unexpectedly, July,
30th 2012 is the last one and coincides with Mr Draghi’s well acclaimed ’whatever
it takes’ speech marking LRI’s meaningful retrenching to its lowest and most
stable levels (variance has been 0.02 ever since and with a rising level of LRI
signalling diminishing liquidity risk).

The Basel Committee (BC) set two harmonised standards, in December 2010, to
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Figure 2: The changepoints in LRI’s variance
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help strengthen the resilience of the financial system in case of a short term —a
30-day long— liquidity shock and a prolonged medium term strained scenario —a
12-month extended shock scenario. The short term scenario stress, incorporates
many of the shocks experienced during the crisis and comprises both a specific
and systemic shock detailed by BC as follows:

• the run-off of a proportion of retail deposits;
• a partial loss of unsecured wholesale funding capacity;
• a partial loss of secured, short-term financing with certain collateral and

counterparties;
• additional contractual outflows that would arise from a downgrade in the

bank’s public credit rating by up to and including three notches, including
collateral posting requirements;

• increases in market volatilities that impact the quality of collateral or
potential future exposure of derivative positions and thus require larger
collateral haircuts or additional collateral, or lead to other liquidity needs;

• unscheduled draws on committed but unused credit and liquidity facilities
that the bank has provided to its clients; and

• the potential need for the bank to buy back debt or honour non-contractual
obligations in the interest of mitigating reputational risk.

Banks will have to hold high-quality assets to offset the total net outflows in
the 30-day adverse scenario detailed above according to a liquidity requirement
(the liquidity coverage ratio, or LCR) set to be introduced in January 2015. To
promote a longer term funding of bank assets the BC introduced the net stable
funding ratio, or NSFR, that ensures that long term assets are funded with at
least a minimum amount of stable liabilities in relation to their liquidity risk
profiles and aims at limiting banks’s incentives to rely extensively on volatile
short term wholesale funding.
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Money market liquidity conditions were at the core of the contagion during the
crisis passing on unparalleled levels of uncertainty to other segments within
the financial system, thus raising systemic stress indices to warning levels.
The ECB’s SSCI provides insights to the degree of systemic stress depth and
breadth experienced by financial markets overall. In estimating the correlation
between SCCI and LRI (see Figure 3a) one should obviously expect a meanigful
relationship since the SCCI attempts to measure the latter by sampling data
from the money market itself. Though the goodness of fit (the adjusted R2 is
0.5175) is somewhat low, one can rule out coincidence taking into consideration
that the LRI retains its weight as a predictor against its SCCI response on a
meaningful level through all three stages marked by the changepoints in LRI’s
variance (see Figure 3b).

LRI’s explanatory validity in measuring composite systemic stress at all stages
in the financial crisis tells the truth about the worried looks and the raised
eyebrows on many central bankers’s faces during their anxiously awaited press
conferences: next time we tune on for an ECB’s governing council meeting we
now know that Mr Draghi’s nervous grin could hint at a rising LRI.

Figure 3: The response in SSCI and its LRI predictor and the three stages in the
SCCI-LRI relationship
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Notes

1Explore ECB’s statistical data warehouse online for further information about LRI and
SCCI at http://www.ecb.europa.eu/.

2Killick, R., Eckley, I. A., Jonathan, P., and Ewans, K. (2010). Detection of changes in the
characteristics of oceanographic time-series using statistical change point analysis.
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